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unbearable and would cause anyone to die instantly. In this cesspool
of sin I saw a little ship sailing and myself sitting in it. The SAVIOUR
explained to me: This little ship is your humour, which carries you
over this sewer. Otherwise you would not be able to bear it.

The Dark Tunnel of Trial
Love is when I am really nice to my neighbour without having to have
feelings of love. It must be the same with GOD that you do not always
have feelings towards Him. Indeed, there may be times when you have
to go through a terrible, dark tunnel. These are times of severe trial.
Many people walk three quarters of the tunnel or even more and then
become frightened: Things are not getting better, I am going back,
and they sink deeper and deeper. They give up, walk out on GOD.
They turn back, but they do not manage to walk all the way back. Had
they walked just a little further, they would have seen the bend of the
tunnel and also again daylight. Amen!
Excerpt from the sermon of 6 October 2013

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

True Love
Little Ship of Humour
My dearly beloved, I quite heartily welcome you to the Holy Sacrifice
of the Mass on Sunday. I hope and wish that my words will bear
fruit in your hearts. Some day you will stand before GOD and He
will not judge you at your discretion or after the ways of the world,
but according to His divine standard.

True Love
What subject should be given more priority in preaching and talking than love. Not about love as people often imagine it, but about
the love which comes from GOD. Look at the cross: the vertical
line  the love of GOD towards men and of men towards GOD;
the horizontal line  man passes on this love to his neighbour.
Love of GOD  love of neighbour!
Do not be angry with me, but regarding love the world is in a
wretched state. Forgive me for constantly speaking about the power of this love. Forgive me, but I have only one wish, that you
please GOD and be happy in Him.
The world speaks so much about love and yet precisely the world
seldom understands what love is. By love people usually mean
sex. It is true that it is one of mans strongest natural instincts, but
you can change the power of this drive, e.g in order to be successful in your professional life. Nobody will become a saint without
struggling. Never forget: not your natural instincts should guide
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you, but your spirit should wear the crown and wisely rule, worthy of
love, over your body. It is often heard said: I am going to marry so
that I can have sex! That is not love! It is selfishness! Love means
showering your neighbour with it and being able to do without. But
today people are already corrupted at school, indeed, even at the
nursery school with the gender-doctrine and the like. And who is
teaching this to the children? For the most part those who had several divorces themselves or those who speed up homosexual relationships.

To please GOD  My Greatest Delight
My dearly beloved, I do understand the view of the world, but I am
GODs Instrument, not the worlds. Neither am I your Instrument, but
only His Instrument to see to it that you may have harmony among
yourselves. The greatest delight which you can give me is: to please
GOD!
I keep hearing: I have neither feelings nor sensations of love for
GOD! Do you still not understand? Why then did the SAVIOUR go
to the Cross, to die in such a dreadful way? It was love. His love for
us brought Him to the Cross. With just one thought He could have
made the world cease to exist. No! The sinfulness of Adam down to
the last man had to be atoned for before GOD  because of righteousness. In every Holy Sacrifice of the Mass this act of love of CHRIST
is mystically made present.
I am reluctant to talk about myself and yet I have to speak: When I
begin with the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, then all of a sudden the
SAVIOUR is mystically before me on the Cross  above is GOD the
FATHER, below the SON on the Cross and above the Altar GOD the
HOLY SPIRIT in the form of a Dove in a tremendous light. The HOLY
SPIRIT achieves everything which the priest does at the Altar. Therefore every priest should cherish deep gratitude and love towards
GOD the HOLY SPIRIT. The priest must be validly ordained, though.

Imitating the Saints
We have many wonderful Saints such as Mary, the Mother of GOD,
Joseph, the foster and nursing Father of JESUS, John the Baptist and
many others. It is not enough to just celebrate the feasts of the Saints.
You must make yourself familiar with their lives and imitate their good
examples to the best of your ability. What I cannot stop admiring with
regard to the Saints is their simplicity of heart. Of course, Saints also
prayed the Rosary, the breviary and other prayers of the Church, but
they all made a particular habit of personal prayer, the personal conversation with GOD. If you take great care of your dialogue with GOD
as you go along, you will experience His loving instruction.  Never
have I met a person who is as plain as GOD. Why then do we have
to play the professor with Him? If you become simple of heart towards GOD, if you talk with Him as you talk with a father, you will
become deep in GOD.
GOD does not speak into your mind, but into your heart. Your heart is
the stove which ought to be burning for GOD. The priest really must
see to it that he speaks from the heart. During a sermon I once slightly
complained to GOD that I lacked the ability to preach and so on. While
still pondering on it, I suddenly saw on the peoples shoulders something like a dove  GOD the HOLY SPIRIT in the form of a Dove ,
keeping His eyes fixed on me and whispering the things I preached
into the ears of the people in the best possible way. That gave me
comfort.

The Little Ship of Humour
In order to conceal from people how I really feel, I outwardly always
show humour, although inwardly I feel quite different. For your sake
I make funny remarks so as not to burden you with the gravity I experience on account of the situation of the Church. When a couple of
days ago I had a bit of a bad conscience, whether or not I am lying
when I am play-acting, GOD showed me a very beautiful image:
I actually saw what looks like an ocean of sin  also in the Church
 an atrocious, loathsome sewer. The mere sight of it would be

